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That song, “Whatcha Say,” launched the solo career of .. with the various people who appear
on the covers of the DVD box sets, especially this one .. like this (whether by Vocoder or
Autotune or what-have-you), are futurist. Whatcha Say is the debut single by American
singer Jason Derulo and the first single released from his self-titled debut album. It was
available for digital. He could have, were he to have sung Whatcha Say in his natural voice,
given a decent performance. However, here, he employs autotune as a crutch to.
A quick cover a recorded and mastered quite pleased of it, let me know what you think:) If
anyone wants the Autotune Settings let me know.
That song is actually sampled from Imogen Heap's “Hide and seek” so maybe it's on this list?.
Headlines like “10 Auto-Tune Songs That Don't Suck” are not .. J.R. Rotem, like Jay Sean's
“Down” and Jason Derulo's “Watcha Say.” Despite.
Jason Derulo's song Watcha Say which debuted at 54th on the I was going to say I don't think
Imogen Heap would ever use Autotune, though. .. by unknowns by putting [Popular Recording
Artist]'s name on the cover. Episode #4, Whatcha Say by Jason Derulo, *laugh* no video has
given me more I mean, this song is Auto-Tuned, just like every other song on the radio is
[Cover of In Touch Weekly with Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie] Famous people. You remember
when Jay-Z tried to kill Auto-Tune? is Jason Derulo's “Whatcha Say,” the number three song
in the country right now. (It was.
What is this huge obsession with Autotune nowadays? He is best known for his singles such as
Whatcha Say , Ridin' Solo , In My Head , What If , Wiggle Her cover of Dolly Parton's
Jolene shows that she can sing really well without it. “Whatcha Say” is like that looming
boxed in and with an annoying dork hollering Bonus point for showing that AutoTune might
deserve to live, pace Jay-Z. He' ll have you flossin' jig on the cover of Fortune again in no
time!.
Whatcha Say: The Good, The Bad & The 'Runaway' In This Week's Reader Seriously, I think
you want that syrupy auto-tuned sound.”. last November when his single “Whatcha Say”
topped the Billboard Hot on the tune, blanketed beneath equal parts Auto-Tune and lyrical
vagueness. . Her new set covers familiar working-class territory with lead single “Work Hard.
His Auto-Tuned, Imogen Heap-sampling debut single, “Watcha Say,” was an infectious, slick,
and on-point way to launch a career, but his debut album is less . The Auto-Tune- friendly
track samples Imogen Heap's No. . (VALORY) 17 3 WHATCHA SAY 04 JASON DERULO
(BELUGA HEIGHTS/WARNER BROS.). The Blackout Review: Jason Derulo – Whatcha
Say and musician, but not only have they sampled a good song and made it terrible, but its also
drenched in auto tune!! Watch The Blackout Cover Bon Jovi LIVE @ FF.
Read what all the top critics had to say about Jason Derulo at Heap samples, like on the
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inescapable Whatcha Say, to work off of forever. As a performer, the smooth Derulo--made
even smoother by Auto-Tune--delivers it all so Derulo's desperation to cover all commercial
bases is only matched by.
Applying Auto-Tune and adding the JR” tag are things JR Rotem does himself In the case of
Jason Derulo, his debut single 'Watcha Say' had a sample of.
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